genetics that are under consideration.
Throughout the book, population incidences and tables giving occurrence rates in relatives are provided whenever they are available. When these are not known, the reports of families where the condition has been clearly shown to be genetically determined are balanced by any available evidence suggesting sporadic occurrence ofan apparently identical condition.
The absence of photographs or X-rays in a book with such a strong orthopoedic emphasis seems to be a serious omission, but may be explained by the number of illustrations needed to do justice to the several hundred conditions described. The authors suggest that their book should be read in conjunction with a specific atlas and other reference books. In the biochemical section progress has already overtaken the authors in that most of the enzymes described as undiscovered have since been isolated. Also on page 60 glycogen storage disease Type I is unfortunately associated with the wrong enzyme.
These, however, are minor matters that do not affect the usefulness of a book which those responsible for giving genetic advice will wish to keep readily to hand.
A C BERRY
Ventilatory and Phonatory Control Systems edited by Barry Wyke MB BS MD pp xiii+531 illustrated £6 London: Oxford University Press 1974 This book reports the proceedings of an international symposium held at the Royal College of Surgeons, London, in January 1972. As the title implies, it bridges the gap between speech and the lungs, between speech therapist and chest physician; but involving also linguistics, laryngology and bioengineering. Barry Wyke, the editor, is to be congratulated on producing a readable reference volume which combines the papers of experts in various fields with the flavour of lively discussion. It is the book for a prospective PhD candidate to read; out of date, perhaps, because of the lapse of time between oration and publication, but a provider of food for thought and action none the less.
It is difficult for a reviewer to pick out chapters of special merit when the whole, although highly specialized, is of a high standard. The discussions (obviously severely edited, because no one speaks so succinctly at any medical meeting) which highlighted differences and agreements in so many areas, the very cut-and-thrust of debate among experts, make the most interesting reading. When papers range from the muscular activity in normal and abnormal ventilation by Professor E J M Campbell, to mechanisms influencing phonatory (horrible word) behaviour by Stevens, Langefoged and Fourcin, how can one pick out a subject ofexcellence?
Expensive? Yes, but good value at the price and if you have a thesis in mind, buy it; otherwise it is a book of valuable reference for the medical library.
JAMES CALNAN
Understanding Homosexualityits biological and psychological bases edited by J A Loraine pp 217 £6.50 Lancaster: Medical & TechnicalPublishing 1974 This pot-pourri of eight chapters from diverse medical and nonmedical contributors is finally commented upon by the editor, leaving the reader in no doubt of the sincerity of his own personal and social concern with the problem of homosexuality; though I had not previously thought of a homosexual way of life as a positive contribution towards combating world overpopulation.
The first lucid but pessimistic chapter from A J Cooper concerns the diverse etiologies of homosexualitythat it is not a homogeneous conditionwhere genetic and hormonal influences sensitize a particular individual to diverse environmental conditions, both psychological and social. He avers that the complexity of these factors though widely studied have at best yielded clinical impressions, and doubts the possibility of achieving supporting scientific evidence. This difficulty is clearly demonstrated by the second chapter, which attempts an analysis of the pattern of male homosexuality and takes up just over a quarter of the book, with nearly 200 references. Though K W Freund's writing is somewhat turgid in style, he commands the reader's admiration for his obsessional scholarly effort in the elusive search for objective scientific accuracy in his work. F E Kenyon writes a full and comprehensive review of female homosexuality, again emphasizing how little is yet known of its extent, or of its personal and social implications. Apart from this contribution, female homosexuality receives disappearingly scant mention in the rest of the book.
Later chapters make interesting reading in their individual discussions on other aspects of this 'condition', e.g. increasing liberalization in Holland; an informative account by a leader of the Albany Trust; a contrasting but carefully measured chapter on the position of the Law; another on the dilemma of the Church; and
